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NEWS CLIPPINGS AND PUBLICITY













SEPTEMBER
18 Nathan Hale:
Author and illustrator
will read “Alamo All-
Stars,” the latest in his
series of graphic novels
about American history.
Presented by Inprint’s
Cool Brains! series for
young readers. Meyerland
Performing and Visual Arts
Middle School.

19 Jonathan Safran
Foer: The author reads
from his new novel, “Here
I Am.” Presented by
Inprint. Cullen Theater.

OCTOBER
7-9 Houston Poetry
Fest: Festival of
poetry readings and
workshops. Willow
Street Pump Station
at the University of
Houston-Downtown.

15-16 International
Literature Festival
Houston: Annual fest
features writers from
seven countries,
including Spanish poet
Luis García Montero.
Several venues.

17 Lauren Groff and
Ann Patchett: Groff
will read from “Fates and
Furies,” a finalist last year
for the National Book
Award, and Patchett
will read from her new
novel, “Commonwealth.”
Presented by Inprint. Alley
Theatre.

27-29 National Black
Book Festival: Festival
will feature more than 100
African-American authors.
Fallbrook Church.

29-Nov. 13 Jewish Book
and Arts Fair: Highlights
include authors Michael
Wex, Meir Shalev and
Peggy Orenstein. Most
events will be at the
Evelyn Rubenstein Jewish
Community Center.

NOVEMBER
21 Rabih Alameddine
and Juan Gabriel
Vásquez: Alameddine
will read from his new
novel, “The Angel of
History,” and Vásquez will
read and discuss his novel
“Reputations.” Presented
by Inprint. Alley Theatre.

JANUARY
23 Annie Proulx:
Author will read from her
new novel, “Barkskins.”
Presented by Inprint.
Cullen Theater.

29 Tim Green: Author
(and former NFL
player) will discuss
his book “Left Out”
as part of Inprint’s
Cool Brains!
series for young
readers. Meyerland
Performing and
Visual Arts Middle
School.

MARCH
6 George
Saunders: Author
will read from his
new novel, “Lincoln
in the Bardo.”
Presented by Inprint.
Alley Theatre.

APRIL
1 TeenBookCon:
Conference for teen
readers and young-
adult authors. Alief
Taylor High School.

3 Ada Limón and
Gregory Pardlo:
Poets will read and
discuss their work
with each other.
Presented by Inprint.
Alley Theatre.

8 Bayou City Book
Festival: Event will
promote literacy with
author appearances
and book signings,
live music and kids’
programs. Presented
by Lone Star College.
Lone Star College —
Kingwood campus.

MAY
8 Colm Tóibín:
The author of “Nora
Webster” and
“Brooklyn” will read
from his new novel,
“House of Names.”
Presented by Inprint.
Alley Theatre.

Readings
6 A R T S G U I D E 6

It’s not often you get to sit court with a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, but you can
with Annie Proulx come January. Before and after, plenty of other authors visit us.

Courtesy photo

Ulf Andersen

Jonathan Safran Foer

Annie Proulx
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ZEST

Fiction
1. The Underground
Railroad: By Colson
Whitehead. A slave girl
heads toward freedom on
the network, envisioned as
actual tracks and tunnels.

2. Sting: By Sandra Brown.
A hired killer and a woman
he kidnapped join forces to
elude FBI agents and others
who are searching for her
corrupt brother.

3. Curious Minds:
By Janet Evanovich and
Phoef Sutton. A new series
featuring Emerson Knight,
an eccentric millionaire, and
Riley Moon, an analyst at a
megabank.

4. The Woman in Cabin
10: By Ruth Ware. A travel
writer on a cruise is certain
she has heard a body
thrown overboard, but no
one believes her.

5. Truly Madly Guilty:
By Liane Moriarty. Tense
turning points for three
couples at a backyard
barbecue gone wrong.

6. Damaged: By Lisa
Scottoline. Mary DiNunzio
defends a dyslexic fifth-
grader accused of attacking
a school aide.

7. Bullseye: By James

Patterson and Michael
Ledwidge. While the
president of the United
States meets with his
Russian counterpart,
Detective Michael Bennett
must stop a team of
assassins.

8. Insidious:
By Catherine Coulter. Two
cases — one concerning an
attempted poisoning and
another about the hunt for
a serial killer.

9. All the Light We Cannot
See: By Anthony Doerr. The
lives of a blind French girl
and a gadget-obsessed
German boy before and
during World War II.

10. The Black Widow:
By Daniel Silva. Gabriel
Allon, the Israeli art restorer
and spy, recruits a doctor
from Jerusalem to help
capture a secret ISIS
terrorist in France.

Nonfiction
1. The Girl With
The Lower Back Tattoo:
By Amy Schumer.
Humorous personal essays
by the comedian, actor and
writer.

2. Hillbilly Elegy:
By J.D. Vance. A Yale Law
School graduate looks at
the struggles of America’s
white working class through
his own childhood in the
Rust Belt.

3. Armageddon:
By Dick Morris and Eileen
McGann. The political
strategist offers a game
plan for how to defeat
Hillary Clinton.

4. When Breath
Becomes Air: By Paul
Kalanithi. A memoir by a
physician who received a
diagnosis of Stage IV lung
cancer at the age of 36.

5. Between the World
and Me: By Ta-Nehisi
Coates. A meditation on
race in America.

6. Hamilton:
The Revolution:
By Lin-Manuel Miranda
and Jeremy McCarter.
The libretto of the
award-winning musical,
with backstage photos,
a production history and

interviews with the cast.

7. Crisis of Character:
By Gary J. Byrne with
Grant M. Schmidt. A
former Secret Service
officer claims to have
witnessed scandalous
behavior by the Clintons.

8. Liars: By Glenn
Beck. The author says
progressive politicians
gain power and control by
exploiting Americans’ fears.

9. Hillary’s America:
By Dinesh D’Souza. The
conservative author and
pundit warns of disaster
if Hillary Clinton is elected
president.

10. White Trash:
By Nancy Isenberg. The
role of the white poor in
American history.

NewYork Times

BEST SELLERS

Jonathan SafranFoer’s first
novel in a decade starts out as
an exercise in upper-middle-
class tedium. But it evolves
into a soulful search to find the
meaning in life and a faith no
longer taken for granted.

Foer, the author of “Every-
thing Is Illuminated” and “Ex-
tremely Loud and Incredibly
Close,”will be inHouston on
Sept. 19 to discuss his newnovel
as part of Inprint’sMargarett
Root Brown reading series.
With “Here IAm,” out Tues-
day, he haswritten a thoughtful
exploration ofwhat itmeans
to be Jewish inAmerica today
—andwhether it shouldmean
more than it often does. It’s
tied up in a family drama—a
family so tenuous and shift-
ing (a strugglingmarriage, a
dying grandfather, growing
sons and an elderly dog) that
it feels inevitablewhen the
ground shakes and the political
becomes personal.

Jacob and Julia Bloch, Jewish
but not especially religious,
are raising their three sons in
Washington,D.C. Jacob is a TV
writerwhohas found gain-
ful employmentwriting for a
showhe doesn’t love. Julia, an
architect, designs bathroom
andkitchen remodels for the
wealthy. In her spare time, she
makesmodels of her dream
house—always a house for
one.

After 16 years together,
they have precocious kids, a
comfortable life and a total loss
of communication. Jacob keeps
secrets from Julia. There’s
infidelity, but only themost
unsatisfying kind. For themost
part, they inhabit aworld of
podcasts, organicmattresses
and trips toWhole Foods in the
Subaru—a life so privileged
that it’s hard to feel sorry for
Julia and Jacobwhen their
marriage hits the rocks, done
in by boredomand a failure of
partnership.

They plan (perhaps over-
plan) to divorce after their son
Sam’s barmitzvah. Then amag-
nitude-7.6 earthquakewreaks

havoc on Israel and disrupts the
Middle East, and “Here IAm”
turns into a quest for religion
and identity.

Jacob’s cousinTamir and
Tamir’s son,whohad come
from Israel for the barmitz-
vah, get stuck inD.C.when all
flights home are canceled, and
their presence gives Jacob an
uncomfortable “what if” view
of his life. Howwould he have
lived if he’d been brave and out-
spoken like Tamir,
or if he’d ever
considered living
in Israel?A crisis
that seems distant
to the Blochs is
immediate and
life-or-death to
Tamir andhis
family, and the
forced proximity
to the crisismakes
Jacob rethink
everything.

Then,when
earthquake
recovery becomes
a full-blownwar,
the Israeli prime
minister calls on
Jewishmen all
over theworld to
“comehome” and
fight, and Jacob has to answer:
What does itmean to be a Jew?
Should he go andfight?What
does Israelmean to him?What
does his familymean, andhis
faith? Jacobwants to be less
cowardly, a better person.He

By AlysonWard

wants to better understandwho
he is andwhat role his Jewish-
ness plays in that.

The book’s title comes from
the story ofAbraham,who,
whenGod calls to him, an-
swers, “Here I am.”

Sam, preparing for his bar
mitzvah, crystallizes the less-

son: “Abraham
didn’t say, ‘What
do youwant?’He
didn’t say, ‘Yes?’
He answeredwith
a statement: ‘Here
I am.’What-
everGodneeds or
wants, Abraham
iswholly present
for him,without
conditions or res-
ervations or need
for explanation.”

ButGodhas
askedAbraham
to sacrifice Isaac,
his son.And
when Isaac calls
out for his father,
the answer is the
same: “Here I am”
—an assertion

that he iswholly present for his
son, too. “How,” Samwonders,
“canAbrahambe twodirectly
opposing things at once?”

The novel is full of such
contradictions.What is real and
what isn’t?What’s important
andwhat is not?Are the Blochs
more Jewish orAmerican?

Sam concludes thatwhat
mattersmost is “whowe are
wholly there for, and how

that,more than anything else,
defines our identity.”

Foer explores nearly every
character’s inner life in the
novel’s nearly 600 pages, but
eldest son Sammaybe themost
fully developed.At 13, he some-
times seems to understand
more about life than his parents
do.Awkward and smart, he’s
at his best inOther Life, an
onlineworld—not a game, he
has to explain to his father—
where he exists as the avatar
he created, a Latina named
Samanta. Regular life “was for
good-enough,” Sambelieves,
“andOther Lifewas for putting
things in the places they longed
to be.”

His father,meanwhile, is
writing his ownOther Life, a
script he keeps in a drawer and
allows no one to see because it’s
too close to reality.

Asmuch as “Here IAm”
is a story about religion, it’s a
story about family:What holds
people together?Andwhat
happenswhen those ties aren’t
strong enough?

Jacob and Juliamean
well, but they so often
misunderstand each other’s
intentions or desires.
“Everythingwas sublimated
by something else: domestic
closeness had become intimate
distance, intimate distance
had become shame, shame
had become resignation,
resignation had become fear,
fear had become resentment,
resentment had become self-
protection. Julia often thought
that if they could just trace the
string back to the source of
theirwithholding, theymight
actually find their openness.”

Early on, a rabbi at Sam’s
school gives the Blochs a piece
ofwisdom they ignore. “There’s
aHasidic proverb,” he tells
Jacob and Julia. “‘Whilewe
pursue happiness,we flee from
contentment.’”

“Here IAm” is about a family
in upheaval, fleeing content-
ment everywhichway—and
somehow, to somedegree, find-
ing it anyway.

‘Here I Am’
By Jonathan
Safran Foer.

Farrar, Straus
and Giroux;

592 pp.; $28

alyson.ward@chron.com
twitter.com/alysonward
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Novel treads fault lines
infaith andfamily

TUESDAY

Elizabeth Farfan-Santos:
Author will discuss and sign
“Black Bodies, Black Rights:
The Politics of Quilombolismo
in Contemporary Brazil,” 7 p.m.,
Brazos Bookstore, 2421 Bisson-
net; 713-523-0701 or brazos-
bookstore.com.

WEDNESDAY

Mac Barnett: Author will dis-
cuss and sign “How This Book
Was Made,” 5 p.m., Blue Willow
Bookshop, 14532 Memorial;
281-497-8675 or bluewillow-
bookshop.com.

Todd Moss: Author will discuss
and sign “Ghosts of Havana,”
6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book,
2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-8597,
or toll free 888-424-2842 or
murderbooks.com.

THURSDAY

Brad Meltzer: Author will
discuss and sign “I Am Jane
Goodall” and “I Am George
Washington,” 6:30 p.m., Murder
By The Book.

FRIDAY

Joe Kilgore: Author will discuss
and sign “A Farmhouse in the
Rain,” 7 p.m., Brazos Bookstore.

SATURDAY

Belle Manuel: Author will sign
“Fire” from the Elemental Series
for teens, noon, Barnes & Noble,
7626 Westheimer; 713-783-
6016.

Public Poetry: Summer
poetry-reading series features
Carolyn Dahl, Vincent “Black-
Bluez” Johnson, Paul Klinger and
Varsha Saraiya-Shah, 2 p.m.,
Johnson Neighborhood Library,
3517 Reed; 832-393-2550.

M.M. Wolthoff: Author will sign
“The West Texas Pilgrimage,”
3-5 p.m., River Oaks Bookstore,
3270 Westheimer; 713 520-
0061 or riveroaksbookstore.
com.

Roald Dahl Day celebrations:
Celebrate the late author’s
100th birthday with readings,
trivia and more at a family-
friendly party, 2 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore. An adults-only
celebration starts at 7 p.m., with
Dahl-inspired cocktails and
trivia.

AlysonWard

BOOK EVENTS
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During freshman
year, Katy biology
student discovers
new virus.
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THE YOU DOCS

What you eat
may increase
your risk for

Alzheimer’s disease.
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As she worked on her
latest novel, Ann Patchett
consulted members of
her family every step of
the way. She made copies
of her work and passed
them around, asking for
opinions.

“I cared so profoundly

what my family thought
about this book,” she said
in a recent interview.

That’s because “Com-
monwealth” is, in many
ways, about her family.

The novelist will be in
Houston onMonday to
discuss her work as part
of Inprint’s Margarett
Root Brown Reading

Series, where she’ll share
the stage with author
Lauren Groff. And she’ll
likely have to field a few
audience questions about
just how autobiographical
this piece of fiction really
is.

Since “Commonwealth”
was released in Septem-

NovelistPatchettupfrontabout
real-lifeparallels in latestbook

BOOKS

By AlysonWard Ann Patchett
will be the
speaker at
Inprint’s
Margarett
Root
Browning
Reading
Series.

Author continues on D2

ber, it’s hovered near the
top of the best-sellers list.
The story stretches over
decades, following two
families from the 1960s,
when they’re uncomfort-
ably stitched together
by divorce and remar-
riage, to the present day.
At first the step-siblings
spend unhappy sum-
mers together, six kids
who “lookedmore like a
day camp than a family,
random children dropped
off on the same curb.”
But as time and life go by,
they face enough trauma
together that they learn
to rely on each other in
unexpected ways.

Writing “Common-
wealth” was sort of
inevitable, Patchett says.
Making the decision to do
so was the hardest part.

“I realized,” she said,
“that I just keep writing
the same book over and
over again.”

Throughout her well-
known catalog — “Bel
Canto,” “State ofWon-
der,” “Run”— the char-
acters and settings are
all vastly different, but at
heart “they’re all the same
book,” Patchett said: Her
novels all tell a story of
strangers who are thrown
together by circumstance
and form lasting bonds.

She discovered that,
despite the exotic settings
and dramatic stories, she
was always retelling the
story of her own parents’
divorce and remarriage
— and how she and her
sister had to blend into
a family of step-siblings,
strangers with whom they
eventually bonded.

“I think that subcon-
sciously, that’s what I
keep untangling and
unpacking,” she said. “At
some point I thought:
Wouldn’t it be interesting
to do this without all the
scenery and props?”

Some authors are
coy about putting their

own lives into fiction,
insisting that even the
most obviously autobio-
graphical story is one they
pulled out of thin air. Not
Patchett. Since “Common-
wealth” was published
last month, she has been
upfront about the book’s
real-life parallels.

“My publicist said to
me before the book is
published, ‘Are you going
to tell people? Are you
going to deal with this?’ ”
she says. She figured
she might as well. “Any
reporter who spent five
minutes on Google could
probably figure this out,
so there’s no sense lying
about it.”

But there’s one thing
to keep in mind, reading
“Commonwealth:”While
the characters are based
on Patchett’s own family,
“the things that happen
to the people in the book
didn’t happen to us,” she
says. There’s no childhood
death, no story that be-

comes a secret even to the
kids who lived through
it. The truth is found in
the “emotional energy”
of “Commonwealth’s” six
kids — “howwe felt at
that time in our lives.”

The other half of
Monday’s program,
Lauren Groff is the author
of “Fates and Furies,”
which President Obama
declared his favorite book
of 2015.

“Nobody would mis-
take a Lauren Groff novel
for anybody else’s novel,”
Patchett says. “She has a
really singular voice.”

The two writers know
each other, Patchett says;
they started correspond-
ing because Groff once
considered opening an
independent bookstore.

Patchett, who opened
Nashville’s Parnassus
Books in 2011, has become
an outspoken booster of
independent bookstores.
Bookstores matter be-
cause they build commu-
nity, she said, especially
with readings and book
signings that help readers
find each other.

“Reading is a solitary
act,” she said. “Readers
really need to come out of
their house to bump up
against other readers.”

With our computers
and phones, “we per-
fected a world in which
we never have to leave
the house — and then we
realized we wanted to
leave the house,” she said.
“I’m doing author events
every night right now (at
Parnassus), and what I
hear over and over again
is people are standing in
line and they’re making
friends. They’ve come
to hear an author whose
work that they like and
they’re exchanging book
recommendations, they’re
joining each other’s
book groups. I think as
humans, we really need
that.”

alyson.ward@chron.com

Author from page D1

Author retells storyof family

Author
appearance
Ann Patchett will read and
discuss “Commonwealth”
and Lauren Groff will read
and discuss “Fates and
Furies” as part of Inprint’s
Margarett Root Brown
Reading Series, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Alley Theatre, 615
Texas Ave.; inprint.org. Tick-
ets are sold out, but Inprint
and Houston Public Media
will live-stream the reading
at inprinthouston.org.
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SUNDAY

George Arnold: Author will
sign “Pharaoh’s Follies: Kits of
the CIA Adventures in Egypt,”
11 a.m., Barnes & Noble, 2030
W. Gray; 713-522-8571.

MONDAY

Alton Brown: Author will dis-
cuss and sign “EveryDayCook,”
7 p.m., Stratford High School,
14555 Fern. For admission, pur-
chase the book from Blue Wil-
low Bookshop; 281-497-8675
or bluewillowbookshop.com.

Allegra Hyde: Author will
discuss and sign “Of This
New World,” 7 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore, 2421 Bissonnet; 713-
523-0701 or brazosbookstore.
com.

TUESDAY

Paulette Jiles: Author will
discuss and sign “News of

the World,” 7 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore.

Jessica Brody: Author will
discuss and sign her books for
teens and tweens, including “A
Week of Mondays” and “Boys
of Summer,” 7 p.m., Blue Willow
Bookshop, 14532 Memorial;
281-497-8675 or bluewillow-
bookshop.com.

WEDNESDAY

Jan Jarboe Russell: Author
will discuss and sign “The Train
to Crystal City,” 6:30-8 p.m.,
Holocaust Museum Houston,
5401 Caroline; 713-942-8000.
Registration required to attend:
hmh.org/RegisterEvent.aspx.

Neltje: Author will discuss and

sign “North of Crazy: A Memoir,”
7 p.m., Brazos Bookstore.

THURSDAY

Susan Elia MacNeal: Author
will discuss and sign “The
Queen’s Accomplice,” 6:30
p.m., Murder By The Book,
2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-8597,
or toll free 888-424-2842 or

murderbooks.com.

FRIDAY

Cassy Joy Garcia: Author will
discuss and sign her “Fed &
Fit” cookbook, 7 p.m., Barnes &
Noble, 2030 W. Gray; 713-522-
8571.

Houston Poetry Fest: Three-
day event begins with readings
from juried poets at 7:30 p.m.
Friday; open readings 11:30
a.m., workshops 2-4 p.m. and
readings from juried poets 7:30
p.m. Saturday; and a 2 p.m.
Sunday reading from juried
poets and a youth poet. Willow
Street Pump Station, UH-
Downtown, 811 N. San Jacinto;
houstonpoetryfest.info.

SATURDAY

Galveston Art Bound: Family
festival, which supports
children’s literacy and art
education, 2-6 p.m., Galveston

Art Center, 2127 Strand,
Galveston; 409-763-2403 ext.
1003. During the street party,
teams can sign up to use books
to create art, which will be
auctioned off at 5:30 p.m.

Chase Untermeyer: Author
will discuss and sign “Zenith: In
the White House with George
H.W. Bush,” 3 p.m., Blue Willow
Bookshop.

Kelly Windham: Author will
sign “Poe Pickles,” 3-5 p.m.,
River Oaks Bookstore, 3270
Westheimer; 713 520-0061 or
riveroaksbookstore.com.

Kathryn Casey: Author will
discuss and sign “Possessed:
The Infamous Texas Stiletto
Murder,” 4:30 p.m., Murder By
The Book.

Dan Slater: Author will discuss
and sign “Wolf Boys,” 7 p.m.,
Brazos Bookstore

AlysonWard

BOOK EVENTS

ZEST

The 1980s and early ’90s
may as well be a millen-
nium ago for many people,
so it’s understandable that
somemay not fully appre-
ciate the devastation that
AIDSwrought in the United
States. Celebrities sported
red grosgrain lapel ribbons to
raise awareness of AIDS, but,
more lastingly, works such as
Randy Shilts’s book “And the
Band Played On” and Tony
Kushner’s “Angels in Ameri-
ca” chronicled the effect of the
disease and the government
indifference that allowed it to
spread. They are useful refer-
ences for people who either
don’t know about America’s
AIDS epidemic or have put it
out of memory.

Jacob, the 50-ish Yemeni
poet who is the protagonist of
Rabih Alameddine’s fine new
novel, “The Angel of History,”
remembers all too well. Over
six months in the ’90s, Jacob,
a San Francisco resident, lost
his pediatrician lover, Doc,
and five other friends to the
disease. “AIDSwas a river
with no bed,” he says, “that
ran soundlessly and inexora-
bly throughmy life, flooded
everything, drowned all I
knew.”

Twenty years later, the
river is still raging. The im-
pact of those losses lingers to
such an extent that he talks to
imaginary people and, as he
did during the height of the
epidemic, has begun hearing
Satan’s voice in his head, so
he checks himself into a psy-
chiatric clinic in an attempt to
cope with the resurgence of
his trauma.

“The Angel of History”
goes back and forth in time
and among different char-
acters and styles to create a
portrait of Jacob’s life. How’s
this for a framing device:
Satan sets up in Jacob’s
apartment to help him recall
moments from his past, “to
harrow the soil and dislodge
the silt,” and rescue him from
his crisis. Satan conducts
interviews with Death, sarto-
rially resplendent in Versace
and black cashmere (“I’m no
low-rent Lucifer”), along with
the Fourteen Holy Helpers,
the Roman Catholic saints
who are among the chorus of

voices Jacob often hears.
Alameddine intercuts

these interviews with scenes
from the visit to the clinic and
excerpts from Jacob’s jour-
nals. In these diaries, Jacob
revisits people and events
of his life, beginning with
his unwedmother, a “short
maid from the deserts of Ye-
men.” Mixed among Jacob’s
diatribes against such recent
events as a drone strike in
Yemen andMiddle Eastern
children dying from sarin
gas are tales of his mother’s
years working as a prostitute
in a Sana’a whorehouse and
their subsequent relocation
to Cairo, where Badeea, one
of the “aunties” who ser-
viced gentlemen customers,
looked after Jacob whenever
she wasn’t entertaining male
patrons.

Most powerful are the

scenes of Jacob during the
height of the epidemic. It
takes 17 minutes for Jacob
to pry Doc’s fingers off the
bedrail after Doc dies. In his
final days, a friend named

Greg can’t stop shaking from
a form of chorea.When Doc
is too weak to move without
Jacob’s help, he cuts his foot
on the floor, leaving a stain
the shape of a kerosene lamp

in the wood, a stain Jacob
wanted to preserve as a
reminder.

These enduring traumas
have crippled Jacob to the
point that he can no longer
write poetry. He turns to
short fiction in the hope of
regaining his creative spark.
The novel’s most wildly imag-
inative moments are in the
sample stories included here.
One is told from the point of
view of an American drone
that falls in love with a boy
namedMohammad. And, in
a sardonically hilarious entry,
a husband andwife attend
a party at his boss’ opulent
house, where they meet the
boss’ pet Arab.When the
couple asks the reason the
boss owns an Arab, he ex-
plains, “I’m allergic to cats.”

Grim scenes of life in the
AIDS era interspersed with
rollicking comedy: That’s
the experience that awaits
readers of “The Angel of His-
tory.” Anyone who has read
“AnUnnecessaryWoman”
knows that Alameddine’s is
a poetically flippant prose
style. As you can tell from the
passages included here, he
hasn’t abandoned it. For some
readers, however, that may be
disconcerting: bitchy repartee
among spirits and saints one
minute, gut-wrenching scenes
of death and illness the next.
“Linearity can be boring,” St.
Eustace says. Alameddine
would no doubt agree, but,
in this case, the shifts in tone
can sometimes be discordant.

But that’s the price you
have to pay with an author
as ingenious as Alamed-
dine. Despite its unevenness,
“The Angel of History” is a
richly textured novel that is a
remarkable feat of imagina-
tion and a cry to remember
a condition that not only
still affects much of America
but continues to overwhelm
countries in Africa, Asia and
elsewhere. The lapel ribbons
may be gone, but the pain
remains.

WithhelpfromSatanandthesaints,
mansorts throughAIDSlosses

REVIEW

Michael Magras is a member
of the National Book Critics
Circle. His work has appeared in
the Minneapolis Star Tribune,
San Francisco Chronicle,
Philadelphia Inquirer,
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and
Miami Herald.

ByMichael Magras

Author appearance
Rabih Alameddine will read
in Houston this fall as part of
Inprint’s Margarett Root Brown
reading series. He’ll appear
with author Juan Gabriel
Vásquez at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 21
at the Alley Theatre, 615 Texas;
$5 tickets available soon at
inprinthouston.org.

Robert Wuensche illustration / Houston Chronicle | Fotolia

‘The Angel
of History’
By Rabih Alameddine
Atlantic Monthly Press;
304 pp.; $26
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BOOKS

Fiction
1. Apprentice in Death:
By J.D. Robb. Lt. Eve Dallas
of the NYPD calls on the
technological expertise of
her husband, Roarke, when
three skaters at Wollman
Rink are shot by a sniper.
By Nora Roberts, writing
pseudonymously.

2. Razor Girl: By Carl
Hiaasen. The ex-cop
Andrew Yancy from “Bad
Monkey” gets involved in a
kidnapping gone wrong.

3. The Underground
Railroad: By Colson
Whitehead. A slave girl
heads toward freedom on
the network, envisioned as
actual tracks and tunnels.

4. A Great Reckoning:
By Louise Penny. An
instructor at the police
academy is found
murdered, perhaps by one
of the cadets favored by

Armand Gamache, the
retired homicide chief of the
Sûreté du Québec.

5. The Woman in
Cabin 10: By Ruth Ware.
A travel writer on a cruise
is certain she has heard a
body thrown overboard, but
no one believes her.

6. Rushing Waters:
By Danielle Steel. Six peo-
ple cope with a hurricane in

New York City.

7. Here I Am: By Jonathan
Safran Foer. Private and
public crises converge for
four generations of a Jewish
family.

8. A Gentleman in
Moscow: By Amor Towles.
A Russian count undergoes
30 years of house arrest in
the Metropol hotel, across
from the Kremlin.

9. Truly Madly Guilty:
By Liane Moriarty. Three
couples at a backyard bar-
becue gone wrong.

10. Downfall:
By J.A. Jance. Joanna Brady,
the sheriff of Cochise Coun-
ty, must cope with pregnan-
cy, the recent deaths of her
mother and stepfather, an
upcoming election — and
the mysterious discovery of
the bodies of two women at
the base of a nearby peak.

Nonfiction
1. Love Warrior:
By Glennon Doyle Melton.
After her husband
confesses to multiple
infidelities, a woman who
has overcome bulimia and
alcoholism struggles to
grow — and so does he.

2. The Girl With
the Lower Back Tattoo:
By Amy Schumer.
Humorous personal essays
by the comedian, actor and
writer.

3. Hillbilly Elegy:
By J.D. Vance. A Yale Law
School graduate looks at
the struggles of America’s
white working class
through his own childhood
in the Rust Belt.

4. When Breath Becomes
Air: By Paul Kalanithi. A
memoir by a physician who
received a diagnosis of
Stage IV lung cancer at the

age of 36.

5. Between the World and
Me: By Ta-Nehisi Coates.
A meditation on race in
America.

6. Hamilton:
The Revolution:
By Lin-Manuel Miranda
and Jeremy McCarter.
The libretto of the award-
winning musical, with
backstage photos, a

production history and
interviews with the cast.

7. Hidden Figures:
By Margot Lee Shetterly.
The story, based in part
on interviews, of the black
women mathematicians
who were hired as
“computers” by the
precursor of NASA during
World War II. The basis of
the forthcoming movie.

8. Best. State. Ever.:
By Dave Barry. Florida may
be the Joke State, but Barry
explains why he loves it.

9. Armageddon:
By Dick Morris and Eileen
McGann. The political
strategist offers a game
plan for how to defeat
Hillary Clinton.

10. The Pigeon Tunnel:
By John le Carré. A memoir
by the great spy novelist.

New York Times

BEST-SELLERS

To some people,
JavierMallarino is a
hero; for others, he is
“public enemy num-
ber one.” A political
cartoonist in Co-
lombia, theman has
the power to “cause
the repeal of a law,
overturn a judge’s
decision, bring down
amayor, or seriously
threaten the stability
of aministry, and all
this with no other
weapons than paper
and India ink.”

JuanGabriel
Vásquez explores the arena of pub-
lic opinion—fickle and unsteady
territory— in his sharp, compact
novella “Reputations.”

Vásquez studied LatinAmeri-
can literature at the Sorbonne and
lived in Europe formuch of the
past two decades, but in recent
years he has returned to live in his
native Colombia. He’ll be inHous-
ton inNovember for a reading, part
of Inprint’sMargarett Root Brown
Reading Series.

In “Reputations,”Mallarino
hasmade a career of cartoons that
are bothwitty and sharp, like “a
stinger dipped in honey.” He has
built a sterling reputation over
four decades, jabbing at powerful
figures in his cartoons on the news-
paper editorial page.

“Everyone knew the space
where his cartoon had always been:
in the very center of the first page
of opinion columns, thatmythic
place where Colombians go to hate
their public figures or figure out
why they love them, that great col-
lective couch of a persistently sick
country.”

Mallarino’s world is the Co-
lombian upper-middle class; he
has been anti-establishment for
somany decades, he has been
embraced by the establishment.
His outspoken cartoons have
inspired death threats but, as his
publisher said, “you’re nobody in
this country until somebodywants
to hurt you.”

And at 65, he is given a national
achievement award for his long
career. The national post office
even unveils a stamp created in his
honor.

“Caricaturesmight exaggerate
reality, but they can’t invent it,” he
tells the vast theater full of well-
wishers. “They can distort, but
never lie.”

At the reception afterward, a
youngwoman approachesMal-

larino, claiming to be
a blogger and asking
him for an interview.
He agrees, telling her
to come to his house
the next afternoon.

That’s when the
cartoonist’s life takes
a turn. Thewoman,
Samanta Leal, is not
a writer; she lied to
gain access to his
house.When she
tells himwhy she’s
really there,Mal-
larino realizes that
hemet herwhen she
was a young girl.
She’s been in this
house before. And

the story of what happened that
day— a story neither of them fully
knows— is crucial to both of them.

It’s difficult to offermore details
without giving away the
heart of the story.
For some time, the
book becomes
amystery, a
hunt for the
truth, and
that shouldn’t
be spoiled.
Mallarino, for
his part, ends
upwonder-
ingwhether
a politician he
skewered nearly
30 years ago— a
man he despised,
whomay have

been guilty of terrible things—was
treated unfairly. The question has
the potential to undermine the
black-and-white, ink-and-paper
careerMallarino hasmade. He’d
destroyed thatman’s reputation
with his cartoon, and he’d built up
his own.Was he right?

It upsetsMallarino’s world to
think that his reputation is built on
such quicksand, that hemight lose
his “moral authority” and become
“a cheap rumormonger, a sniper
of other people’s reputations.” He
sees how easily his public stat-
ure could be turned against him
imagining the enemies he’smade
over 40 years— all the people he’s
proddedwith his pen— “egging
on a crazedmob ready to judge
him summarily and burn him at
the stake, the stake of capricious,
changeable public opinion.”

The prose in “Reputations,”
translated byAnneMcLean, is

spare, simple and lovely. It is
constructed like a good short

story, with no extraneous
scenes or unnecessary
action. Vásquez has
written a page-turner,
a story that’s intrigu-
ing enough to follow
through its short
unfolding. It’s also
a rumination on
the power of public
opinion that keeps

churning long after the
final page.

Wobblingontheunsteady
platformofpublicopinion

REVIEW

alyson.ward@chron.com

By AlysonWard

Author appearance:
Juan Gabriel Vásquez will read
in Houston this fall as part of
Inprint’s Margarett Root Brown
reading series. He’ll appear with
author Rabih Alameddine at 7:30
p.m. Nov. 21 at the Alley Theatre,
615 Texas; $5 tickets available at
inprinthouston.org.

Berenice Bautista
/ Associated
Press

Colombia’s
author Juan
Gabriel
Vásquez

‘Reputations’
By Juan Gabriel Vásquez
Riverhead, 208 pp., $25

“Nutshell,” Ian
McEwan’s preposterously
weird little novel, ismore
brilliant than it has any
right to be. The plot sounds
like something sprung
fromadrunken round
of literaryMadLibs: a
crime of passion based on
Shakespeare’s “Hamlet,”
narrated by a fetus.

That it should come to this!
If you can get be-

yond that icky premise,
you’ll discover a novel
that sounds like a lark
but offers a story that’s
surprisingly suspense-
ful, dazzlingly clever and
gravely profound. To the
extent that “Hamlet” is an
existential tragedymarked
withmoments of comedy,
“Nutshell” is
a philosophi-
cal comedy
marked by
moments of
tragedy.

Essentially
a 200-page
monologue
delivered in
utero, “Nut-
shell” opens
with this
amniotic line:
“So here I am,
upside down
in awoman.”
Not exactly
Shakespeare,
but labor on.
This narrator speaks from
the discovered country
fromwhich all of us come:
“Fully inverted, not an inch
of space tomyself, knees
crammed against belly,
my thoughts aswell asmy
head are fully engaged.”

This is a precocious
fetus. Over several dark
days, he reveals awell-
informed taste inwine, a
broadknowledge of history
and a firmgrasp of current
events.ALatin phrase
here and there suggests an
unusually sophisticated
mind, althoughhe humbly
acknowledges that “no
child,much less a foetus,
has evermastered the art
of small talk.”He’s not a
ham somuch as aHamlet.

Suchworldlinesswould
beunbelievable, except that
our narrator claims he’s
an attentive listener of his
mother’s educational pod-
casts.He doth protest too
much,methinks, but the
whole premise of the novel
rests on his thoroughly
isolated,well-developed
consciousness trapped
as a reluctantwitness. “I
countmyself an innocent,”
he notes, “but it seems I’m
party to a plot.”

Clearly, something is
rotten in the state ofmatri-
mony.Hismother, Trudy,

is carrying on an affair
with his dull-witted uncle,
Claude (QueenGertrude,
KingClaudius— check,
check).When they’re not
having sex—described
here froman alarmingly
close perspective— they’re
planning tomurder
Trudy’s husband, Claude’s
brother. They need himout
of thewaynot only so that
they canmarry each other,
but to get their hands on
the family estate, an expen-
sive old house in London.

This is not a consum-
mation devoutly to be
wished, particularly by
the narrator.He has no
special fondness for his
hapless father—apoor
poet—but, having heard a
radio documentary called
“Babies BehindBars,” he’s

worried that
hismother
will be ar-
rested, and
thenhe’ll be
birthed from
one prison
into another.

What’s a
fetus to do be-
sides lament
his inability to
act? “Waiting
is the thing,”
he con-
cedes.Aswe
listen to the
conspirators
plotting, our
pre-born nar-

rator reflects on theworld
he’s about to enter. It’s not a
whollywelcoming place, as
youmayhave noticed.

But there’s the rub: “Pes-
simism is too easy, even
delicious,” the fetal nar-
rator says. It’s “the badge
andplume of intellectuals
everywhere. It absolves the
thinking classes of solu-
tions.”He has no intention
of giving up before he ar-
rives: “Iwantmy life first,
mydue,my infinitesimal
slice of endless time and
one reliable chance of a
consciousness. I’m owed
a handful of decades to try
my luck on a freewheeling
planet.”

But only if he can fore-
stall the carnage gathering
aroundhim.

It doesn’t seempossible
that this oddly ridiculous
narrator caught in a taw-
drymurder scheme could
deliver such amoving,
hilarious testimony, filled
with equalmeasures of
dread andhope, but babies
and sweet princes can
surprise you.

Welcome to theworld,
Nutshell.

‘Nutshell’ is
‘Hamlet,’ as told
fromthewomb
By Ron Charles

Ron Charles is the editor of
TheWashington Post Book
World. He wrote this review
for TheWashington Post.

‘Nutshell’
By Ian McEwan.
Nan A. Talese,
197 pp., $24.95
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BOOKS
MONDAY

Katharine McGee: Author will
sign “The Thousandth Floor,”
6-8 p.m., River Oaks Bookstore,
3270 Westheimer; 713 520-
0061 or riveroaksbookstore.
com.

Rabih Alameddine
and Juan Gabriel Vásquez:
Alameddine will read and
discuss “The Angel of History,”
and Vásquez will read and
discuss “Reputations” as part
of Inprint’s Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series,
7:30 p.m., Alley Theatre,
615 Texas Ave.; inprint.org. $5
admission. Inprint and Houston
Public Media will live-stream
the reading at inprinthouston.
org and houstonpublicmedia.
org/inprint.

TUESDAY

Claire Cusack and
Sharon Kopriva:
Two of the artists featured
in the book will sign Robert
Craig Bunch’s “The Art of
Found Objects: Interviews With
Texas Artists,” 5-7 p.m., River
Oaks Bookstore.

SATURDAY

Book Talk: Gift Edition:
Store’s quarterly Book Talk
program will focus on books
that make good gifts; bring a
dozen cookies for the cookie
exchange. 4:30 p.m., Katy
Budget Books, 2450 Fry,
Houston; 281-578-7770 or
katybooks.com.

Local author signing
event: Laura Elvebak, James
Glassman, Kay Kendall, Mark
Lardas, Kathleen Shanahan
Maca and William Dylan Powell
will all be available to sign
their books, 4:30 p.m., Murder
By The Book, 2342 Bissonnet;
713-524-8597 or murderbooks.
com.

Transcendent Zero
Press party: “November
Shindig” features readings by
poets Kristy Loye, Winston
Derden, Thay Bustamante
and Melissa Studdard, with
live music by The Midnite
Eyes, Gwen Doll and Mystery
Loves Company; 7-11:30
p.m., Last Concert Cafe,
1403 Nance. Admission $10;
transcendentzeropress.org/
events.

AlysonWard

BOOK EVENTS

‘THENational Book
Foundation iswoke,” co-
medianLarryWilmore
declared lastweek

as he hosted theNational Book
Awards.And sure enough, at
Wednesday’s ceremony to honor
the year’s best books, the personal
and politicalwere equally promi-
nent. Three of this year’swinners
areAfricanAmerican, and all
fourwinning books dealwith is-
sues of class, race and societal ills.

The 67th annual prizeswere
awarded for the best in four cat-
egories—fiction, nonfiction, po-
etry and young people’s literature.
Here’s a look at thewinners.

FICTION
“TheUnderground

Railroad” byColson
Whitehead

Whitehead’s bookwas sched-
uled to come out in September,
but thenOprah chose it for her
book club. The publicationwas
bumpedup amonth, and since
then “TheUndergroundRail-
road” has gotten steady (and
positive) buzz from readers and
reviewers. It’s also been on the
best-seller list sinceAugust.

Whitehead’s novel is the story
of Cora, a slave on aGeorgia
cotton plantation,who risks ev-
erything to escapewith a fellow
slave on theUnderground
Railroad—which, in
Whitehead’s book, is
an actual railroad, a
secret network of
tunnels and sta-
tions and trains
that head north.
The two escapees
make stops along
theway, encounter-
ing a differentworld
each time, butwhen
they discover they’re
being hunted, they have
to flee for their lives. It’s
an adventure story that
offers a raw, up-close look
at the lives of slaves.

NONFICTION
“StampedFrom the

Beginning: TheDefinitive
History of Racist Ideas in
America” by IbramX.Kendi

Kendi, a historian, examines
howanti-black, racist ideas have
developed, spread and impacted
American history. These beliefs
didn’t bubble up from the
bottom, he says. Rather, they
were invented (andperpetuated)
by some of the brightest,most
influential leaders in history.
Kendi argues thatwe’re not living
in a post-racial society at all—
that racistmyths and beliefs are
still strong and infiltrating our
lives today.

POETRY
“ThePerformance of

BecomingHuman” byDaniel
Borzutzky

Borzutzky’s poemsdelve into
the stories of Chicago andChile,
two places he knowswell.

“When Iwrote this book, Iwas
thinking aboutmyhometownof
Chicago,” he said, “andhow it de-
stroys itself, abolishes public ser-
vices, closes psychiatric hospitals,
privatizes or shutters its public
schools, andmilitarizes its police

that havemurdered and
tortured
with
de-

grees of impunity since the 1970s.
“Iwas thinking about howChi-

cago is like theChilemyparents
left in the 1970s,which destroyed
itself by depleting public services,
by privatizing anddestroying
its public schools, by privatizing
anddestroying its social security
system, bymurdering and tortur-
ing its citizens in the name of neo-
liberal progress. Iwas thinking
about immigrants, refugees and
workers in theU.S. and abroad
who give up their lives to survive
in economies that exploit them
andmake them invisible. And I
was thinking about bureaucracies
and the abuse of data and fake
mathematicalmeasures to justify
the destruction of real people’s
lives. Iwas thinking about those
who cannot survive the brutali-
ties of our rotten economies.”

Borzutzky’s book, by theway,
was published byBrooklyn
Arts Press,which is so small it’s
operated out of aNewYorkCity
apartment.

YOUNG PEOPLE’S
LITERATURE

“March: BookThree”
by JohnLewis, AndrewAydin
andNate Powell

Rep. JohnLewis, a
congressman fromGeorgia,
was a key
figure

in the civil rightsmovement. In
the “March” trilogy, he tells his
story—which, inmanyways,
is 20th-centuryAmerica’s story
— in a series of graphic novels.
This third book starts in the
1960s,when a 20-something
Lewisworkedwith other
young activists to fight voter
suppression and end segregation.
He spoke at theMarch on
Washington; he coordinated
efforts to register black voters
duringMississippi Freedom
Summer.And onBloody Sunday
in 1965, as he led a civil rights
march across a bridge in Selma,
Ala., state troopers beat him
within an inch of his life.

Lewisworked on this graphic
novelwithAndrewAydin,who
works for the congressman, and
artistNate Powell.Whenhe
accepted his award lastweek,
Lewis recalled trying to get a
public library cardwhenhewas
16; hewas turned away because
the librarywas forwhites only.
“March: BookThree” is the first
graphic novel towin aNational
BookAward.

NationalBookAwardwinners
dealwithraceandpolitics

HONORS

alyson.ward@chron.com
twitter.com/alysonward

By AlysonWard
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Andrew Aydin • Nate Powell • John Lewis • Daniel Borzutzky • Colson Whitehead • Ibram X. Kendi

Just over a decade ago,
StephenieMeyer published
“Twilight,” the first of her
books about a teenager
who falls in lovewith a
vampire. Insanely popu-
lar— theTwilight series
has soldmore than 155
million copiesworldwide
—Meyer’s books spawned
a cottage industry. In ad-
dition to the blockbuster
science-fiction novel “The
Host,” therewere themov-
ies based on the books and
an enormous fan following
that turned this onetime
receptionist into one of the
most popular authors in
theworld.

Meyer’s newnovel, “The
Chemist,” has no vam-
pires or aliens or anything
supernatural to steal your
soulwhile you’re reading.
(Iwaited,myneck bared.)
But this espionage action
storywill no doubt tighten
her grip onher devoted
readers. Itsmain character
ismuch like JasonBourne,
towhom the novel is dedi-
cated affectionately.More
accurately, it is a romance
novel cleverly nesting
inside a thriller. Andwhat
a strange romance it is.

The tale openswith an
extended scene describing
in great detail the precau-

tions taken by the titular
chemist.Wrung out froma
long day of stealing books
fromadistant library, the
chemist sets booby traps,
arranges a fake body
—completewith stage
blood— in a bed and goes
off to sleep in the bathtub
wearing a gasmask for
protection. Yes, it seems
that someone is out to get
her. For the past three
years, she has been on the
run froma top-secretU.S.
government agency deter-
mined to kill her.

Trained by that same
nameless department, she
has become an interrogator
whouses her psychological
tactics and biochemistry
skills to extract confessions

from terrorists and other
bad guys. The department
killed her kind old lab part-
ner andnearly eliminated
her, so she is paranoid and
overcautious, assuming
multiple identities and dis-
guises—all ofwhich are
described in gleeful, almost
fetishistic, detail.

Given the chance to
come in from the cold,Alex
(not her real name) agrees
to a department plan to
apprehend a seemingly
innocuous high school
teacherwho they claim
is part of an intricate plot
to release a deadly virus.
Theymeet cute onD.C.
Metro’sGreenLine, and
she drugs him andwhisks
himoff to amakeshift lab
inWestVirginiawhere
she strips him, straps him
down to a table and begins
to torture himwith care-
fully calibrated injections.

Saved by an ex-CIA
black-ops renegade inKev-
lar armor, the teacher falls
in lovewith the torturer.
Not all at once,mind you,
but he quickly forgives
her once she explains the
reasons behindher sadistic
behavior. Smitten, I guess.
Togetherwith the com-
mando andhis superbly
trained dog,Alex and the
teacher set inmotion a
counterplan to get the bad

guys.
The plot zips fromTexas

to Florida and back toD.C.
and features all of the ex-
pectedmotifs of the genre:
double switches, innocent
mistakes that compound
the dangers, the lurid tech-
nical capacities of gadgets
andweaponry and opiates,
the politician gone as rogue
as theManchurian candi-
date’smother and even the
obligatory tone of simmer-
ing hatred between two
members of the team that
turns intomutual respect
and admiration.

Along theway, there are
somewonderful touches.
The ex-CIAguy special-
izes in training dogs of all
shapes and sizes to the
pointwhere they fearlessly
obey every command and
havememorized complex
escape routes from their
Texas ranch. These canines
are often smarter than their
human counterparts.

Othermatters further
challenge credulity. The
melodramatic plot depends
uponwell-worn devices
such as a pair of twins
whose bodiesmirror each
other. Thewriting and
bantering dialogue never
fully escape a cataclysmof
clichés. But one does not
readMeyer for her style.
Her appeal is emotional

rather than aesthetic, and
she knowshow to control
dramatic tension as skill-
fully as any of the Bourne
movies. The pages turn
themselves.

AndAlex is one stone-
cold heroine. “TheChem-
ist” asks that age-old ques-
tion: Can sadists find true
love andhappiness?Or,
to put it from the teacher’s
perspective: Can love—or,
at least, infatuation—
conquer the deepest pains
inflicted by the beloved?

‘Twilight’author’snewnovel isazippyemotionalride
By Keith Donohue

Keith Donohue’s latest
novel, “The Motion of
Puppets,” was published last
month. He wrote this review
for theWashington Post.

‘The Chemist’
By Stephenie Meyer

Little, Brown, 528 pp., $28
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WRITERLY RELATIONSHIP WITH NATURE

Annie Proulx guides Houston book
lovers through literary wilderness

By Tarra
Gaines(/author/tarra_gaines/articles/) 

1.20.17 |
11:30 am

 26  3 

When wandering through the wild literary landscapes of
Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award winning author
Annie Proulx’s latest novel, Barkskins, it’s difficult not
to think of the old adage about seeing the forest for the
trees. The epic tale of two American families, which
begins in the late 17th century and ends in the present
day, covers three centuries and what seems like a
hundred characters, but readers shouldn’t get lost
among the years and faces, as Proulx’s true focus in
Barkskins is humanity’s sometimes sacred sometimes
abusive relationship with the forests of the Earth.

I had a chance to ask Proulx some questions by email
about the monumental novel before she makes a rare
trip to Houston for the Inprint Margarett Root Brown
Reading
Series(http://inprinthouston.org/event/inprintannie
proulxreading/), and so I had to inquire about how her
own writerly relationship with nature.

Many of Proulx’s novels and stories, including The
Shipping News and "Brokeback Mountain" delve just as
intimately into the landscapes of her settings as much as
her created characters, and Barkskins, which spends
many of its 700 pages exploring the forests of North
America, with stops in Europe, China and New Zealand,
is no different. Proulx confessed from an early age she
felt a concern for and connection to wilderness.



Annie Proulx makes a rare trip to Houston for the Inprint
Reading Series Photo by Gus Powell
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“Since childhood I had lived near forests and woodlands,
and was something of a weather buff, so when climate
change began to penetrate the world’s consciousness I
was inclined to pay attention to the trees,” she said.

Vanished Trees

Proulx has stated that she got the inspiration for the
novel decades ago, when traveling through Michigan she
happened upon a marker for a white pine woods that
was no longer there. In fact, that species of tree no
longer grew in the state at all.

“The trip through Michigan and noticing the absence of
white pine that had once grown there to great size was
simply the time point when I decided to write a book
about the falling of the forests,” she described, and then
went on to explain how stumbling upon an absence of
forest led to the creation of a novel’s worth of diverse
characters.

“I had no characters in mind and no story, no beginning
—only the urge to write about the disappearance of what
had been considered permanent tree cover. It took years
of thought and reading before characters and story line
actually gathered into a shape.”

That shape became two central, sprawling family sagas
that begin with two French immigrants who travel to the
new world of North America on a contract of indentured
servitude. René Sel and Charles Duquet work side by
side cutting down trees in the forests of Canada, for only
a few days, but their descendants lives will intertwine
throughout the centuries.

“René Sel was vaguely based on my ancestor, Jean Prou,
who came to New France in the late 17th century.
Duquet was an amalgam of many men who made their
fortunes through natural resource extraction,” Proulx
explained.

Glimmers of Hope

Proulx characters live hard lives and some experience
gruesome deaths, but it might be her descriptions of the
leveling of the great old forests that readers mourn the
most. And while all that destruction might leave readers
with no choice but to surrender to the bleak beauty of
Proulx’s narrative, Barkskins does end in hope with
characters like Sapatisia Sel, the descendent of both Sel
and Duquet.

“The specific character Sapatisia Sel was a latecomer in
the book’s development,” Proulx revealed. “But I knew I
would have someone thinking and doing the things she



Wortham Theater Center

did. It was necessary to give her hope for the future, or
her actions would have been futile,” explained Proulx,
who might also be giving hope to readers.

An Operatic Adaptation

While it’s likely a few of those readers at the Inprint
event will have discovered Proulx’ work through the film
adaptations of her stories, specifically The Shipping
News and the Oscar winning Brokeback Mountain,
Proulx has resisted that contemporary novelist trend to
try her hand at screenwriting or pitching a show idea to
television producers. She remained focused on novels
and short stories, until recently.

In 2014, her collaboration with composer Charles Peter
Wuorinen on a Brokeback Mountain opera
(http://www.charleswuorinen.com/operas/brokeback
mountain/)reached the stage. When I asked her if she
found she had a different relationship to the opera than
to the films which were adapted by others, Proulx had a
rather wry and Proulxesque response.

“Not really. Because I was doing something out of the
usual, I was, myself, out of the usual. Could have been
anyone, right?” she replied, but she did find writing the
libretto a “fun” experience with the added “pleasure of a
friendship with the composer.”

Proulx is 81 now and only occasionally does reading
appearances anymore, so Inprint fans who got their
tickets early to the now sold out event are in for a special
authorial treat. “I asked my publisher to limit the book
tour,” Proulx explained to me. “I truly hate air travel and
living in the Pacific Northwest makes travel to almost
everywhere onerous.”

For those not lucky enough to grab a ticket a month ago,
Proulx hasn’t braved the long flight for just one event.
She will also participate in a free and open to the public
Inprint Craft Talk/Q&A on Monday, January 23, 1 pm,
at the University of Houston Honors College Commons,
M. D. Anderson Library.

Annie Proulx appears for the Inprint Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series at the Wortham Center on
Monday, January 23 at 7:30, but the event is sold out.

»

http://www.charleswuorinen.com/operas/brokeback-mountain/
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Aboard the bus

For 40 years, Frederick
Elmes has taken jobs that might
strike other cinematographers
as needlessly complicated.

Case in point is filmmaker
Jim Jarmusch’s new “Pater-
son,” which opens Friday and
is about a poet. Though poetry
may possess some cinematic
qualities, writing poetry doesn’t
often find its way to the local
multiplex.

“You know, Jim actually
didn’t lead with that, the po-
etry,” Elmes said. “He just said,
‘I’mmaking a picture about a
bus driver in Paterson.’Which
is right up Jim’s alley. He likes
stories about the everyday
person, the workingmanwhose
life isn’t dramatic.”

Elmes has worked with
Jarmusch since 1991, so he was
on board, knowing the process
would be as rewarding as it was
challenging.

So they filmed the story of a
poet named Paterson, played by
AdamDriver, who drives a bus
in the city of Paterson, N.J.

An independent cinematic
auteur, Jarmusch’s work often
involves repetitions and subtle
variations on themes, giving it
a quality similar to minimalist
music. “Paterson” may be the
best representation of that style
thus far in his filmography.
Paterson, the poet, is a creature
of habit.

“He’s a person whose life is
driven by routine,” Elmes said.
“He drives the same bus every
day, the same schedule, the
samewalk home. It allows him
to free his mind to think about
the things he can write poetry
about.”

So Elmes helped Jarmusch
find the barely perceptible dif-

ferences in that routine. Pater-
son spends his lunch eating by
the samewaterfall.

“It’s a different waterfall ev-
ery day,” Elmes said. “There are
these factors that make it look
different. The amount of sun-
light, the clouds. The falls look
very different on a cloudy day
than they do on a sunny day.
That was the wonderful part of
photographing the film for me.
Every day, there is something
slightly different there that
would inspire him that wasn’t
there yesterday. Finding those
little triggers that allowed him
to write was a challenge but a
rewarding one.”

Elmes, 70, was born in New
Jersey and initially wanted to
be a still photographer. But he

frequently found himself trying
to assemble narratives out of
his photographs. Film became a
natural next step.

At the American Film
Institute, he met an aspiring
filmmaker, who enlisted him
to shoot an experimental film
called “Eraserhead.” Though
savaged on its initial release,
David Lynch’s film became a
cult classic.

Elmes was in Houston in
November at the CinemaArts
Festival for a 40th-anniver-
sary screening of the film. He
worked on subsequent Lynch
films including “Blue Velvet”
and “Wild at Heart.” Follow-
ing “Wild at Heart,” he joined
Jarmusch for “Night on Earth,”
released in 1991.

Their partnership has en-
dured since, despite plenty of
logistical difficulties presented
by Jarmusch’s peculiar visions
for his films.

“Jim said, ‘This is gonna be
great because I got two actors
in a very small space: a car!
And they can’t move, so I have
control,’ ” Elmes recalled. “Of
course, he’d never shot inside
cars before, so it proved to be
challenging.”

Elmes took the “Paterson”
job and immediately spent a day
on a bus viewing the city, which
has a rich history as a hub for
America’s industrial revolution.

The shoot provided greater
complications for the two to
overcome than “Night on Earth”
did.

“A bus is just about the ulti-
mate in difficulty,” Elmes said.
“First, you have to find a route
around the city that shows the
things outside the windows that
you want to see. But traveling
north you get one view, but trav-
eling south tends to put things
in shadows. Another thing
we learned is city buses have
notoriously horrible suspension
systems.”

Jarmusch and Elmes de-
cided to have two camera crews
shooting at once to minimize the
number of times the bus had to
follow a particular route.

But buses are rich with re-
flective surfaces.

“We learned quickly it’s
easy to shoot the reflection of a
camera crew huddled behind
an actor,” he said. “So that was
another thing we had to over-
come. The shoot became a series
of solving little problems. That
made it more manageable.”

Elmes views those challenges
as part of the sum of what
makes each film an interesting
project.

“Each film, the chemistry
is different,” he said. “Some
directors are more interested in
the story and not at all in the ac-
tors. Some are obsessed by the
cinematography and the quality
of the lights. You end upwith
a group of artisans and actors
that will never be replicated.
That’s interesting to me.”

Ideally, he’ll avoid bus shoots
for a while. Andmaybe shoot-
ing on water, too.

“I’ve been fortunate to never
have shot at sea,” he said. “A
lake is bad enough. But the sea
you have so little control. You
really realize how small you are
in the universe.”

By Andrew Dansby

Cinematographer helps ‘Paterson’ director
put poetry inmotion

FILM

andrew.dansby@chron.com

Cinematographer Frederick Elmes shoots on a city bus for the Jim Jarmusch film “Paterson.”
Mary Cybulski / Amazon Studios & Bleecker Street

All day I have been teaching
Shakespeare: “King Lear”
to sophomores, “Hamlet” to
freshmen. You are not supposed
to call them “freshmen”
anymore: You are supposed to
call them “first-year students.”

In any case, some of them are
rookies.

For some, the language is
daunting: so many words in
long passages, so many passages
in long acts.We have become
accustomed to sound bites,
Twitter, the cold but efficient
text. I am not blaming anyone
for this: It is what it is.

Some of them askme, “Why
are we reading this?”

I say, “Reason not the need!”
and I laugh.

Some of them laugh with me.
Some of themwait for me to
answer the question for real.

I tell my students, all of
them, that I had an adventure
Monday night. I drove from
Friendswood to theWortham
Center, endured single lanes,
slowdowns, the trick of parking
not too far from the venue. I’ll
go to great lengths to hear new
words. It is thrilling to hear
them in new combinations. I
never get sick of it.

The event was the Inprint
Reading fromAnnie Proulx.
She is 81, doesn’t travel so much
now. I was excited that she was
coming all the way to Houston.
The reading was sold out. How
many literary readings are sold
out? Hardly any. But Inprint
has sold out many. Youmust be
quick to get your tickets: A lot
of people want to hear high-
quality writing.

Maybe that says something
about what we read and listen
to every day. There is always a
reason for yearning.

I tell my students that it is
really something when you hear

an author read her ownwork.
Then, when you read the book,
you can imagine that voice.

Proulx was reading from
her new, long novel, Barkskins.
It spans 300 years andmany
generations. It is about a lot of
things: fur trappers, rivalries,
trees. Youmight remember

that Proulx wrote “Brokeback
Mountain,” which was made
into a riveting film. She has won
many awards, including the
Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award. She is no rookie.

When she reads, you can
picture the novel’s places vividly
in your head. You don’t need

a camera — you just need to
listen, and then things start to
come alive. She pronounces
each French name and phrase
perfectly.

When Rich Levy, executive
director of Inprint, introduced
Proulx, he was right: She has
“lean, fresh prose,” a “sharp
wit.”

Proulx reminded us that in
1695, when her story begins,
there were only 600million
people populating the world.
Now there are over 7 billion. I
let that sink in, but I couldn’t
completely comprehend
it. I heard it, but it was too
staggering. That’s what happens
at a reading:Whatever you
might have glossed over in an
almanac seems rich and strange
when an artist is uttering it.

You hear the reading, get
excited about reading the book.

And you take mental
souvenirs with you. You
marvel that you are in warm
and sunny Houston, hearing
about characters who died

of “winter starvation.” You
picture being “plunged into the
gloomy country.” You imagine
a “fabric sky,” “the narcotic
effect of deep forest.” You think
of that terrifying movie with
Leonardo DiCaprio called “The
Revenant,” the times you went
camping, fairy tales that took a
turn for the worse.

As you hear the words, you
want to remember some of
them: the forest and “its moody
darkness,” “the funereal spruce
and hemlock,” and you think of
how the natural world has left
its inprint on you, even when
you didn’t realize it.

Then, if you are lucky, you
stay for the Q-and-A, and you
learn a few things about how
to write, how to make people
listen. For Proulx, when she
is working on a short story, “it
is realer than one’s own life.”
She rewrites and rewrites and
rewrites, until she creates “a
sentence that I can live with.”
She recommends that if they
are too long, with too many
extraneous words, that you “get
at it with the scissors.” For her,
everything starts with history
and place: “Everything springs
from place.” She has a point:
You cannot escape where you
come from.

So I tell my students, if
you are lucky, and you go to a
reading, youmight learn about a
new novel that you would like to
read. But usually, you learn a lot
more, like how to observe, how
to take it in, how to get it on the
page. And then, maybe someone
will hear, in a sold-out crowd in
Houston, how to imagine trees,
the sweep of history, how to find
your ownway. It could happen.

Annie Proulx onwriting
‘Everything springs fromplace,’
‘BrokebackMountain’ author says

By Doni M.Wilson

When novelist Annie Proulx read “Barkskins,” she immersed
listeners in her words.

Gus Powell

Doni M.Wilson is an English
professor and writer in Houston
and has a high schooler named
Christopher. You can find her on
Facebook and Twitter.

INPRINT READING SERIES

‘Barkskins’
By Annie Proulx

Simon & Schuster, 736 pp., $32
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SUNDAY

Sophie Jordan and Lily Black-
wood: Jordan will discuss and
sign “Rise of Fire,” and Black-
wood will discuss and sign “The
Rebel of Clan Kincaid,” 2 p.m.,
Murder By The Book, 2342 Bis-
sonnet; 713-524-8597, toll free
888-424-2842 or murderbooks.
com.

MONDAY

Sarah Jio: Author will discuss
and sign “Always,” 7 p.m.,
Blue Willow Bookshop, 14532
Memorial; 281-497-8675 or
bluewillowbookshop.com.

Chase Untermeyer: Author will
discuss and sign “Zenith: In the
White House with George H.W.
Bush,” 7 p.m., Brazos Bookstore,
2421 Bissonnet; 713-523-0701 or
brazosbookstore.com.

TUESDAY

Mark Greaney: Author will dis-
cuss and sign “Gunmetal Gray,”

6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

WEDNESDAY

Ian Rankin: Author will discuss
and sign “Rather Be the Devil,”
6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

Eva Schloss: Author and Holo-

caust survivor, who is the step-
sister of Anne Frank, will share
a account of her childhood with
Frank, 7 p.m., Wortham Center,
501 Texas Ave. Tickets start at
$25; info@jewishbellaire.com or
houstonfirsttheaters.com.

THURSDAY

Charles Todd: Authors Charles
Todd and Caroline Todd, who
write under a single name, will
discuss and sign “Racing the
Devil,” 6:30 p.m., Murder By The
Book.

Harriet Lerner: Author will dis-
cuss and sign “Why Won’t You

Apologize? Healing Big Betray-
als and Everyday Hurts,”
7 p.m., Brazos Bookstore.

W.K. “Kip” Stratton: Author
and president of the Texas
Institute of Letters, will discuss
and sign his books, 7 p.m., Lone
Star College-Montgomery, 3200
College Park, B-102, Conroe;
lonestar.edu/montgomery.

FRIDAY

Alexandra Burt and Hester
Young: Burt will discuss and
sign “The Good Daughter,” and
Young will discuss and sign “The
Shimmering Road,” 6:30 p.m.,

Murder By The Book.

David Romanelli: Author will
discuss and sign “Happy Is the
New Healthy,” 7 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore.

SATURDAY

Zeola Jackson: Author will sign
“Lizzy the Bear Has Feelings
Too!”, 2-4 p.m., Barnes & Noble,
1201 Lake Woodlands Drive, The
Woodlands; 281-465-8744.

Charles Cumming: Author will
discuss and sign “A Divided Spy,”
5:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

AlysonWard

BOOK EVENTS

Robert Wuensche illustration / Houston Chronicle

Late on a February night,
Abraham Lincoln slips alone
into OakHill Cemetery, looking
for his son.

Eleven-year-oldWillie is
newly dead— his funeral was
that morning— and his father
needs to see him again. Inside
the crypt, he slides the boy’s
coffin from its shelf and opens
it. And as Lincoln holds his
son’s body, rocking him and
tenderly stroking his hair, a
crowd gathers at the door.

Lincoln doesn’t see or hear
them. They are citizens of the
cemetery itself, long separated
from the ones they loved on
Earth. And Lincoln’s visit
makes them ache.

“The holding, the linger-
ing, the kindwords whispered
directly into the ear?” says one.
“MyGod!MyGod!”

“To be touched so lovingly,
so fondly, as if one were still —”

“It was cheering. It gave us
hope.”

Willie Lincoln’s death of
typhoid fever in 1862, 155
years ago this month, is the
event that drives the action in
George Saunders’ new novel,
“Lincoln in the Bardo.” But
this remarkable novel is far

more than the story of a son’s
death and a father’s grief. The
CivilWar looms as a backdrop,
but “Lincoln” feels fresh and
persistently personal. Through
characters who are palpably
real and genuinely funny,
Saunders pries open the door
between life and death, poking
at the boundary between the
two. It’s a dazzling ride.

“Lincoln” is the first novel
for Saunders, who is consid-
ered amaster of the short story.
But— perhaps not surpris-
ingly— it’s a novel that reads
like a short story. There’s no
bloat, no storyline that feels
tangential or unnecessary. The
action in the cemetery takes
place over a single night, and
the storymoves swiftly because
it’s presented on the pagemuch
like a play.

Instead of relying on a third-
person narrative, Saunders
lets his characters speak. They
talk to us and to each other,
explaining who they are and
what they’ve done. Many of
them are not alive, but they’re
not exactly—well, it’s compli-
cated.

The graveyard narrators
number in the dozens, but
we’re led through the cacoph-
any by twomenwho have been

there for a long time: Hans
Vollman, whowas hit by a
beam that fell from the ceiling,
and Roger Bevins III, a gay
manwho, denied by the one
he loved, slit his wrists with a
butcher knife.

They’re both recovering
now, or so they seem to believe:
Bound to a “sick-box” by day
and to the graveyard at night,
they wait for the time they can
— as Bevins puts it — “go out-
side, into that beautiful world,
a new andmore courageous
man, and begin to live!” But

meanwhile they wait, ignoring
the decay of their bodies while
hoping they can return to their
lives.

“Bardo,” a Tibetan Bud-
dhist term, refers to a state of
transition between two lives;
one is past death but hasn’t yet
reachedwhatever’s next. In
Saunders’ universe, citizens can
escape this in-between state
only by giving up the things of
this world and acknowledging
they are dead. Then they are—
poof! — released into “themat-
terlightblooming phenomenon”
and disappear, their clothing
fluttering to the ground.

Vollman, Bevins and the
rest have been in the bardo for
years— decades, even—when
Willie Lincoln arrives, living in
a “sick-box” in a “white stone
home.”Willie needs to leave
this phase— “These young
ones are not meant to tarry,”
Bevins says— but he wants to
wait for his father’s return. The
night becomes amission to get
the boy past the bardo and on
to what’s next.

“I feel I am to wait,” young
Willie tells his new friends.
“Mymother, I said. My father.
Theywill come shortly. To col-
lect me ….”

Vollman and Bevins know

better. “Theymay come,” Bev-
ins says. “But I doubt they will
collect you.”

Nineteenth-century news-
papers reported that Lincoln
did, in fact, visit the cemetery
to hold his son’s body.When
Saunders learned that, he was
struck by the image.

“It was such an unbeliev-
able kind of strange, macabre
anecdote, and it felt mostly true
tome,” he said in an interview
with the Houston Chronicle. “It
was one of those moments that
disturbedmy understanding
of who Lincoln was andwhat
grief was.”

The idea stayedwith him
for 20 years, surfacing every
now and then, a story in the
making. For years, Saunders
avoidedworking with the idea
because he wasn’t sure he was
“big-hearted enough” to write
“Lincoln”— unsure he could
“abide with true emotion long
enough” to get the story out.

Those doubts were un-
founded. Saunders has written
a big-hearted text, one full of
grief and love in equal measure.
There’s not a false note in this
story.

Caughtbetweenlifeanddeath
Tightlywritten ‘Lincoln in the Bardo’ dazzles

REVIEW

By AlysonWard

alyson.ward@chron.com
twitter.com/alysonward

Author appearance
George Saunders will read and discuss “Lincoln in the Bardo” as part of Inprint’s Margarett Root Brown

Reading Series, 7:30 p.m. March 6, Alley Theatre, 615 Texas; inprinthouston.org . Tickets are sold out, but
Inprint and Houston Public Media will live-stream the reading at inprinthouston.org.

‘Lincoln in
the Bardo’

By George Saunders

Random House, 368 pp., $28
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BOOKS

Fiction
1. The Cutthroat: By Clive
Cussler and Justin Scott.
In 1911, searching for a
young actress who has
disappeared, detective
Isaac Bell discovers a serial
killer.

2. Dangerous Games:
By Danielle Steel. A
television correspondent
investigates damning
allegations against the vice
president of the United
States.

3. Norse Mythology:
By Neil Gaiman. A retelling
of Norse folklore.

4. The Devil’s Triangle:
By Catherine Coulter and
J.T. Ellison. FBI Special
Agent Nicholas Drummond
and his partner, Michaela
Caine, track evil twins who
can control the weather.

5. In This Grave Hour:
By Jacqueline Winspear.
Psychologist and
investigator Maisie Dobbs
gets an assignment as
World War II begins.

6. Without Warning:
By Joel C. Rosenberg. A
journalist pursues the head
of ISIS after an attack
on the Capitol when the
administration fails to take
action.

7. Lincoln in the
Bardo: By George
Saunders. Visiting the
grave of his recently
deceased young son
in 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln
encounters a cemetery
full of ghosts.

8. A Gentleman in
Moscow: By Amor
Towles. A Russian
count undergoes 30
years of house arrest.

9. Exit West: By
Mohsin Hamid. Lovers
in a city overwhelmed
with violence escape
through mysterious
doors.

10. Silence Fallen:
By Patricia Briggs.
Shape-shifter Mercy
Thompson finds herself in
the clutches of the world’s
most powerful vampire.

Nonfiction
1. Trump’s War: By Michael
Savage. The radio host
discusses the challenges
President Donald Trump
faces as he strives to fulfill
his promises.

2. Hillbilly Elegy: By J.D.
Vance. A Yale Law School
graduate looks at the
struggles of America’s
white working class
through his own childhood
in the Rust Belt.

3. Portraits of Courage:
By George W. Bush. Paint-
ings with brief biographies
of members of the military
who have served since 9/11.
By the former president.

4. Killing the Rising Sun:
By Bill O’Reilly and Martin
Dugard. The host of “The
O’Reilly Factor” recounts
the final years of World
War II.

5. The Magnolia Story:
By Chip Gaines and
Joanna Gaines with Mark
Dagostino. The lives of
the couple who star in the
HGTV show “Fixer Upper.”

6. Big Agenda: By David
Horowitz. A battle plan for
the Trump White House.

7. The Benedict Option:
By Rod Dreher. An
argument that, rather

than engaging in politics,
Christians should withdraw
from mainstream culture
and focus on strengthening
their families, churches and
schools.

8. When Breath Becomes
Air: By Paul Kalanithi. A
memoir by a physician who
received a diagnosis of
Stage IV lung cancer at the
age of 36.

9. The Book of Joy: By the
Dalai Lama and Desmond
Tutu with Douglas Abrams.
Two spiritual leaders
discuss how to find joy in
the face of suffering.

10. Dear Ijeawele: By
Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie. A feminist
manifesto in 15 suggestions
for empowering a daughter
to become a strong,
independent woman.

New York Times

BEST-SELLERS

Some books comewith a
soundtrack.With “Ice Ghosts:
The Epic Hunt for the Lost
Franklin Expedition,” it’s hard
not to hear the arching baritone
of the late Canadian folk singer
Stan Rogers keening about “the
hand of Franklin reaching for
the Beaufort Sea.”

It’s a chilling image, given
our knowledge of howBrit-
ain’s Sir John Franklin set out
in 1845 with two ships and 128
men to seek an open trade route
through the Arctic to the Pacific
— and disappeared.

Not until 2014 and 2016 were
the Terror and Erebus finally
discovered, sitting upright on
the ocean floor, the culmination
of decades of work by dozens of
searchers.

PaulWatson, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist, tells
how Inuit lore, British pride
andmodern technology often
worked at cross-purposes, and
also how people, sometimes
for no logical reason, became
obsessedwith the ill-fated
expedition.

“Ice Ghosts” is in three parts:
the expedition, the initial search
and themodern-day attempts.
Drawing only from historical
documents for parts 1 and 2,
Watson’s account is as exhaus-
tively detailed as onewould
expect from an ace reporter but
also, understandably, a little
lifeless.

Franklin was desperate to
repair a tarnished reputation
when he persuaded the Royal
Navy to let him lead a third at-
tempt to discover the lucrative

trade route.
When the ships failed to

return, Lady Franklin was re-
lentless in demanding and often
funding search expeditions. But
bad luck, a dismissiveness of

Inuit accounts and the vastness
of the Arctic led to failure.With
Lady Franklin’s death in 1875,
it appeared that themystery
would remain.

But the search andWatson’s
writing are reinvigorated in part
3. InWatson’s long relation-
ship with an Inuk named Louis
Kamookak is a deepermessage
revealed.

Kamookakwas a boy in 1966
when he heard his grandmoth-
er’s stories of finding strange
metal objects. He became
fascinatedwith themystery
of Franklin and later began
gathering an oral history of vari-
ous elders’ accounts.Watson’s
depiction of this work lends
spiritual and physical insights
into native life in the extreme
conditions.

As Kamookak listened, he
became convinced that native
people knewwhat had hap-
pened to the ships. His work
was patient, exhaustive— and
discounted by the outsideworld.

Later searchers brought tech-

nology to the hunt, and indeed,
the ultimate discoveries were
a result of scientific advances
(as well as some hardy scuba
divers).

Yet mysteries remain:What
exactly caused the ships’
demise?Was theremutiny or
heroism? Debates continue.

But the ships’ locations
vindicatedwhat Kamookak had
learned from the elders.Wat-
son’s deeply felt understanding
of that work heightens Kamoo-
kak’s sad satisfactionwhile en-
acting, at book’s end, an ancient
rite over the sunken Erebus.

“Ice Ghosts” documents what
happenswhen cultures collide.
Or perhapsmore pointedly,
when one culture feels superior
for no better reason than pride.

And Stan Rogers’ voice builds
again: “Seeking gold and glory,
leavingweathered, broken
bones/And a long-forgotten
lonely cairn of stones.”

Diving into thehistory
of an ill-fatedexpedition

REVIEW

By KimOde

Kim Ode wrote this review for the
Minneapolis Star Tribune.

‘Ice Ghosts: The Epic
Hunt for the Lost

Franklin Expedition’
By Paul Watson

W. W. Norton & Company,
384 pp., $27.95

“I’m learning so many
different ways to be
quiet,” Ada Limónwrites
in her poem “The Quiet
Machine.”

“… There’s how I don’t
answer the phone, and
how I sometimes like to
lie down on the floor in
the kitchen and pretend
I’m not home when
people knock.”

The frankness is what
makes her most recent
collection, “Bright Dead
Things,” so fresh and
immediate. Limón isn’t
hiding from anyone in
these poems, which are
full of grief and regret,
overwhelming love and
the discomfort that love
sometimes demands.

“The ‘I’ in these poems
is ‘ME,’ ” she wrote in
2015, when “Bright Dead
Things” was published.
Claiming the “I” in her
poetry might have felt
like a risk, but it made
her workmore powerful.
And that paid off: Limón’s
collection was a final-
ist for both the National
Book Award and the Na-
tional Book Critics Circle
Award.

Limón will share some
of those personal poems
Monday at the Alley
Theatre, where she’ll
share the stage with Pu-
litzer Prize-winning poet
Gregory Pardlo as part of
Inprint’s Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series.

Deciding to “own” her
poems, not to hide behind
an ambiguous narrative
voice, felt like the right
way to offer “Bright Dead
Things” to the world.

“It was sort of entering
into a different kind of
contract with the reader:
‘Here I am, fully on the
page for you,’ ” Limón
said. “I was asking people
to intimately engage with
a work; I had to tell them
why.”

“I used to pretend
to believe in God,” she
writes in “Miracle Fish.”
“Mainly, I liked so much
to talk to someone in the
dark.”

Poems that address the
death of her stepmother
offer intimate, painful
detail: “Sometimes I
would have dreams / that
she was still alive, and
I couldn’t find / enough
washcloths to help her, /
to clean her face, / the tu-
mor’s foul, black spit-up.”

And in “Remember the
Carrots,” Limón recalls
a moment in childhood,
when she ripped the
carrots out of her father’s
garden, killing the whole
crop: “I loved them: my
own bright dead things.”

As an adult, she strives
more often to be “agree-
able,” but she wonders:
“Whymust we practice
/ this surrender?What I
mean is: there are days /

I still want to kill the car-
rots because I can.”

All that openness on
the page, Limón said,
made her feel vulnerable.
She confessed in her blog

that her poems contained
“things I might not say in
person to a good friend,
and yet here it is in the
world where anyone
could pick it up.” But after
a while, that transparency
turned into a more coura-
geous way of living.

“When the book first
came out, it really did
make (readings) hard
because I felt like I no
longer had any of the
tricks I could rely on to
put a border betweenme
and the audience,” she
said. “And then, sort of
with time, I thought: ‘You
knowwhat, why don’t
I just try to be totally
present in this moment,
too?’ ” That presence,
Limón said, has “changed
the way I read and the
way I want to interact in
the world.”

Limón is not immune
to current events, and
her writing doesn’t look
only within. “A New
National Anthem,” a
poem published on

Buzzfeed in December,
begins with a statement
that is sure to provoke:
“The truth is, I’ve never
cared for the National
Anthem.” (Limón goes
on to discuss the lines
“we never sing” now
because they mention
slavery, suggesting that
“Perhaps, / the truth is,
every song of this country
/ has an unsung third
stanza, something brutal
/ snaking underneath us
… .”)

“That poem is a pretty
political poem, but I’m
always very scared to
write anything that feels
like a polemic,” she said.
“One of the things that
happens when wemove
toward the political is we
claimwe have answers.
And poems are not a
place for answers; they’re
a place for questions.”

Limón, who turned
41 last week, is working
on poems for a future
collection; she plans
to read some of them
Monday night.

Pardlo, by the way, is
a friend; they met at New
York University, where
they both earned graduate
degrees in 2001. The two
poets have done readings
together before, Limón
said.

“Getting to do this
always feels like it’s
honoring the time we
spent together as graduate
students,” she said, “way
back when we couldn’t
afford cab fare and didn’t
think anyone would ever
read our poems.”

Poet: ‘The ‘I’ in thesepoemsis ‘ME’
AdaLimóntosharestagewithGregoryPardloat Inprintreading

POETRY

alyson.ward@chron.com
twitter.com/alysonward

By AlysonWard

Jude Domski Rachel Eliza Griffiths

Poet Ada Limón Poet Gregory Pardlo

Author appearance
Poets Ada Limón and Gregory Pardlo will discuss and

sign their works as part of Inprint’s Margarett Root Brown
Reading Series, 7:30 p.m. Monday, Alley Theatre, 615 Texas;
713-521-2026 or inprinthouston.org. $5 general admission.

‘Bright Dead
Things’

By Ada Limón
Milkweed, 128 pp., $16

‘Digest’
By Gregory Pardlo
Four Way Books,

84 pp., $15.95
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